
The growing demand for customer success, and decision-makers’ adoption of AI and emerging 
technologies makes the biggest impact on organizations. What does it take to realize 
conversational IVR?
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Sustaining a cost-effective customer / End User 
Computing Service as well as ensuring customer 
expectations with the right service is a tough 
assignment for the service desk leaders. 

With the proliferation of digital engagement, 
customer expectations have changed with time. 
Customers want to interact with the service desk in 
a simplified manner, through a system that is 
intelligent enough to understand them naturally in 
their choice of language, which is available 24x7.  

In furtherance to engineer and meet above 
customer expectation, a Smart Interactive Voice 
Response (Smart IVR) bolt-in solution is one of the 
options. This solution can address amplifying the 
customer experience and issues in traditional IVR

Discovery is the fuel to competitive advantage; it is the driver that pushes for betterment of a 
product/service. It can also be said that discovery is the process of refinement of your problem 
statement, which brings out actionable points and the crux of the problem. During the discovery 
phase, the following activities play a key role to find out the set of use cases that generate high 
volume calls for the service desk. The activities are -

a. Identify the call volume drivers

b. Understand the technical landscape

c. Understand SOP

d. Shortlist the key use-cases

The bolt-in solution needs to be designed such 
that it can complement the existing telephony 
and IVR system. 

The solution can be realized with a 
three-phase approach like any other IT project. 
This helps streamlining the investment / 
effort to achieve a clear outcome.  

How to overcome the hurdles of the 
customer / IT service desk?

Discovery - The journey begins
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1. Filtering methodology: 

Tickets are filtered, and grouped based on the 
category, sub-category etc. It’s quicker to achieve, 
albeit it doesn’t reveal a lot of information 
contained in your data. This method reveals the 
volumetric description of tickets and a graphical 
representation of the same.

2. Exploratory Data Analysis: 

EDA is the standard data science practice to start the 
analysis process. Using ticket description, summary, 
intermediate agent comments and customer feedback 
details, the tickets can be put into right bucket. EDA 
reveals the hidden patterns in your data, which may 
or may not be visible at the first glance.

a.  Identify call volume drivers
This process starts with analyzing the ticket dump, which typically contains details including the ticket 
category, sub-category, description, summary, intermediate comments and customer feedback. There are two 
standard ways of performing data analysis at this stage:

b.  Understand the Technical Landscape
A key volume driver must be tied back to its corresponding technical components. The idea behind this is to 
realize the complexities and challenges associated with the organization's technology landscape and how 
they can be mitigated, including the telephony system. Paying attention to the security aspect becomes 
critical if PII data is involved. In the end, the solution must align to the organization's policies for technology 
and data handling. Addition of new components may become inevitable, which could impact the timelines if 
organizational readiness is not taken into account.

c.  Understand Standard Operating Process (SOP)
Clarity in the functional overview of the key volume driver and appreciating the end-to-end as-it-is process 
from the functional as well as the service desk owner’s perspective is as important as understanding the 
technical landscape. In addition to this, the historical data walkthrough, either through call transcripts or 
recordings to comprehend the process better is imperative.

d.  Shortlist the key use cases
While functional and technical complexity is the process to identify the right use cases, ROI analysis is 
needed to understand whether the they would impart value to the organization in either the short or long run. 
Here are the points to consider while performing ROI analysis-
a. Technical costs associated

b. SOP changes needed

a. Making users aware about the change

Once all the details are bucketed correctly, the volume for each category can be identified as an individual use case.
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Key components
The key building blocks to realize conversational IVR are the telephony, Conversational IVR and Enterprise 
systems. Below is the reference architecture when all the components are combined: 

Telephony system
As mentioned previously, selecting the right telephony based on the requirement is imperative. If one wants 
to adopt this solution for the existing telephony, it is possible too. According to our study and experience 
from the implementations, in general, every telephony system provides a few basic features like:
• Inbound and outbound calling

• Call flow management

• DTMF services

• Call recording and analytics

• Call patching and transfers

• Soft phone and desk phone option for agent

• CRM integrations

• Integration for self-service bot

Some telephony service providers have components that can seamlessly integrate with the voice bot to 
enable conversational IVR with minimal effort. For example, Twilio, Amazon connect, Nice inContact, etc.
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Once the Smart IVR / Conversational IVR solution framework is in place, multiple priority use cases identified 
during the discovery phase can be rolled out. Here are the steps for the implementation of conversational IVR:

Rollout 

Conversational IVR system
The voice bot is enabled by NLP, which helps engage the customer in a conversational manner and overcome 
the shortcomings of menu-based options in traditional IVR. Typically, the base platform for conversational 
IVR system should be selected in alignment with the organizational technology landscape strategy.

Enterprise system:
Once the enterprise system’s integration touch points are identified, how they can be exposed for the conver-
sational IVR should be looked into. The conversational IVR system should be in harmony with the overall 
organization technology landscape. While the integrations are dependent on the use case, there are a few 
standard ones in terms of user identification, user authentication, ticketing tool and CRM systems, which are 
achieved through restful services.

Conversational model design: 
In order to establish a better user experience, conversational model design is very predominant step. A sketch 
of the bot’s conversational flow is made here for every use case. A personality for the bot is also created based 
on the domain knowledge and use cases. During this phase, utterance for the use cases is identified and 
mapped to right intent. 

Bot development, testing and training:
Based on the conversational design, the NLP is trained for the required use cases. Training and testing play a 
predominant role in the case of handling voice interaction. There would be data loss due to user accent, 
background noise and environment, etc.

Enterprise system integration:
To enable the transactional capability on conversational IVR, it's important to perform enterprise integra-
tion. Key considerations during enterprise integration are availability and reliability for the APIs to achieve 
better conversational experience. A caveat here is to have a quick response time; otherwise, users may feel 
that they have been on call waiting forever.

Data Security:
Along with enterprise integrations, there arises the risk of data security. The bolt in solution comprises 
multiple layers and components. A service-oriented architecture is always preferred for scaling the solution. 
Many of the use-cases need integration with the enterprise system and usually, it is through APIs. In general, 
data security is a key concern for everyone - data needs to be secured during transit and at rest. To ensure 
that the security aspects are taken care of, the solution should be audited for vulnerability assessment in the 
application layer and pen tested once deployed.

Integration Telephony:
Once the bot is ready, its integration with the telephony system is next step. Based on the telephony system, 
integrations can be planned. During this integration, special attention should be given to state/context 
management and data loss while transferring from the telephony to conversational IVR system.  

Intelligent call routing and agent transfer:
Intelligent call routing to the right agent is a more modernized feature that can enhance user experience. 
With use of NLP, it helps understand the user’s intent and helps route the call to the right agent in case the 
bot fails to answer the query. Agent skill mapping must be carried out in order to achieve this.



There can be additional features which conversational IVR can bring in. These features can be modernized 
and enhanced with time.

Additional features for Conversational IVR 

Conversational model design: 
In order to establish a better user experience, conversational model design is very predominant step. A sketch 
of the bot’s conversational flow is made here for every use case. A personality for the bot is also created based 
on the domain knowledge and use cases. During this phase, utterance for the use cases is identified and 
mapped to right intent. 

Bot development, testing and training:
Based on the conversational design, the NLP is trained for the required use cases. Training and testing play a 
predominant role in the case of handling voice interaction. There would be data loss due to user accent, 
background noise and environment, etc.

Enterprise system integration:
To enable the transactional capability on conversational IVR, it's important to perform enterprise integra-
tion. Key considerations during enterprise integration are availability and reliability for the APIs to achieve 
better conversational experience. A caveat here is to have a quick response time; otherwise, users may feel 
that they have been on call waiting forever.

Data Security:
Along with enterprise integrations, there arises the risk of data security. The bolt in solution comprises 
multiple layers and components. A service-oriented architecture is always preferred for scaling the solution. 
Many of the use-cases need integration with the enterprise system and usually, it is through APIs. In general, 
data security is a key concern for everyone - data needs to be secured during transit and at rest. To ensure 
that the security aspects are taken care of, the solution should be audited for vulnerability assessment in the 
application layer and pen tested once deployed.

Integration Telephony:
Once the bot is ready, its integration with the telephony system is next step. Based on the telephony system, 
integrations can be planned. During this integration, special attention should be given to state/context 
management and data loss while transferring from the telephony to conversational IVR system.  

Intelligent call routing and agent transfer:
Intelligent call routing to the right agent is a more modernized feature that can enhance user experience. 
With use of NLP, it helps understand the user’s intent and helps route the call to the right agent in case the 
bot fails to answer the query. Agent skill mapping must be carried out in order to achieve this.

Biometric Authentication:
In order to provide personalization, 
authentication of the user becomes primary. To 
achieve this over telephony, voice biometric 
authentication can be used.

AI-ML-based Summarization:
In a customer / IT service desk, agents usually 
capture the call summary, which is fed to the 
ticketing or CRM systems in order to maintain 
records. This process can be automated using 
AI-ML-based models in combination with 
cognitive services. 

Capturing additional KPIs 
using AI-ML:
AI-ML can even be used to capture additional KPIs 
from the existing data corpus. For instance, 
enabling topic modeling for unanswered queries 
can help to find the right use case for future 
development. 

Sentiment analysis:
Analyzing the customer experience and 
identifying strain points throughout the call using 
sentiment analysis can be done and appropriate 
actions can be triggered. The sentiment can be 
analyzed on voice as well as through 
conversations, and appropriate guidance can be 
shared with the help desk agent to achieve better 
user experience.

Advance Agent Dashboard:
If the agents of the service desk are adapted to the 
soft phone system, then an advance agent dashboard 
provides AI-powered suggestions and information 
during the call. Once the call lands on the agent 
screen, complete customer information can be 
displayed along with the summarized problem and 
AI-suggested resolutions. Even the customer 
sentiments can be enabled on the agent dashboard.



The following case studies are realized based on the proposed reference architecture above. 

Case studies

Implementing conversational IVR can bring better customer experience compared to traditional IVR. Here is a 
sample example of the change in experience.

Conclusion
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However, it is imperative to note that costs associated with the self-service embedded capability could soon 
be detrimental, and this is where the expertise of service partners come into play. A right partner can not only 
help you accelerate the process but also provide better suggestions from experience and bring the right tools 
to overcome the challenge.

Traditional IVR

I want to reset my 
outlook password

<Press 1>

*confused and 
waited to find 

option

<Press 4>

<Press 1>

Hello Sir!
How can i help you

*confused and 
didn't find 

option. Hence 
connected to 

agent

<Press 9>

Conversational IVR

Recognizing customer 
by name

Asks user directly for 
their problems

I want to reset
my outlook 
password

<Answer's the 
question>

Thank you!
I want to 
connect to 

agent

Hello Sir!
How can i help you

Welcome to Helpdesk
Press 1 for IT Support

Press 2 for Admin Support
Press 3 to report outage

Press 9 to connect to agent
Press 0 to repeat the options

Please Press 1 for installation 
support

Press 2 for Internet issues
Press 3 for printer issues

Press 4 for password issues
Press 5 for other support

Press 9 to connect to agent
Press 0 to repeat the options

Press 1 to reset password
Press 2 for password queries
Press 3 to connect to agent

Press 0 to repeat the options

In order to reset select the 
application name

Press 1 for system password
Press 2 for AD password
Press 3 for success factor

Press 4 for sharepoint
Please

Press 9 to connect to agent
Press 0 to repeat the options

Hi John!
Welcome to Helpdesk

How can I help you?

Sure! Connecting 
to agent

NLP based query 
understanding

Getting user specific 
information

Sure!
For authentication
Please answer this 

question

Quick resolution
Integration with enterprise 

and other systems

Thank you!
I want reset the password 
and temporary password 

to your mobile.
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